Are you patiently waiting at home until you can finally go out again? Or
frustrated that you haven’t been able to go to the usual places to meet other
singles? Are you clear how to be successful when you start meeting men again?
Would you like a road map to make your dating experience smoother?
Feel empowered in your dating life! Sign up for the Transform Your Dating Life program.
These educational classes will address your dating questions and
concerns. You'll learn how to:

This program, facilitated by
Christine, includes 6 weekly
phone coaching sessions for a
group of women (limit of 10
women). Each session is 90
minutes.

• Clearly define who you want to date so you attract and date only
those men who fit your criteria (not having the right type of list is a
common error women make).
• Clarify what you want and don’t want in a man so you never again
spend a "wasted" evening with the wrong guy.

You'll have the opportunity to:
• Discuss your challenges in a
supportive group setting
and learn successful ways to
date differently.

• Perfect the secrets to having a fabulous first date.

• Enhance your dating life
through the knowledge
you’ll gain.

• Figure out why you've been attracting the wrong type of men and
how to only attract the type of man you truly want.

• Quickly identify if he’s a match on the first date by using your
customized list of questions (while still making it fun so he doesn’t
feels like he’s being interviewed).

• Learn how to ask for what you want and need (without sounding
needy and weak) so then you’ll receive it.

• Review each lesson as often
as you like because they’ll
be recorded.

• Feel confident at the beginning and end of every date regardless
of the outcome.

• Receive quick email advice
from Christine between
coaching sessions.

• Ensure you’re asked on a second date (if you want one).
• Politely and firmly say "no thank you" to a second date. And how
to say “good-bye” when you don’t want to go out with him again.

Bonus: One 30-minute private
coaching conversation with
Christine is also included.

Once you complete this program you won’t have to wonder so often
“does he like me?” Because you’ll have the tools to figure it out.

Finding the right man isn’t difficult, but it does take specific knowledge (just like finding the right job). And I want
to assure you that you can do it (just read reviews from my clients).
Cost for the program (six classes plus one private coaching session) is $297. Payments are available.
Email me at Christine@ThePerfectCatch.com to enroll. Share this with someone you think would benefit from
taking the class (especially if you’d like to be in the same class).
P.S. If you’re happy with your dating life then pass this along to a friend who isn’t.
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If you'd rather have a more personal touch to address your dating challenges,
please inquire about my one-on-one dating coaching.

